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Abstract 

Jochi Ulus is the largest of the Mongolian states. If we take the history of the Jochi Ulus, its people, 

information about their domestic and foreign policy from the memoirs of a traveler, historian, scientist, sage who 

lived in those days, then we can say that their data are written on the basis of truth. In this article, data were 

obtained from the moment of the founding of the Jochi Ulus to the XVI century. In the sources in the Turkic-

Mongolian states of Ilkhanid, Timurid, Shibanid -the Uzbek, Tatar, Ottoman and Kazakh peoples have brief but 

extensive information. His attitude towards the Jochi ulus is well reflected in the book "Jami al-Tawarih", written 

by Rashid Al-Din (b. 1318) in Persian at the beginning of the XIV century. In addition, modern Kazakhs have 

left their data on Maiki (Baikyu), which they consider to be their ancestor, as one of the four generals (emirs) 

handed over by Jami al-Tawarih to Genghis Khan Johu. In addition, Sharaf al-Din Ali Yazdi in his work "Afar-

nama" also talked about the ulus. In the 1550s, Chagatai in Khorezm wrote the works "Tarikh-i Dust Sultan" or 

"Genghis-nama" in the Turkic language, "the history of the Zhokhid ulus", Utemish Hadji called Zhokhid ulus 

Uzbekistan. Interestingly, the history of the Jochi Ulus and the criminal khanate, compiled by Sayyid 

Muhammad Reza in 1737, in the book "Es-Cebu-Seyar fi Akhbar-i Muluk-u Tatars" calls the Jochi people 

"Tatars". Based on such data, information is provided about the way of life, the social status of the main 

population of the Jochi Ulus, and how they are mentioned in the data. 
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ЖОШЫ ҰЛЫСЫНЫҢ (ХАЛҚЫНЫҢ) ТАРИХИ КЕЗЕҢІНЕ  ҚАТЫСТЫ КЕЙБІР 

ЕСТЕЛІКТЕР 

 

Аңдатпа 

Жошы Ұлысы Моңғол мемлекетінің ішіндегі ең ірісі. Жошының Ұлысының тарихын, халқын, 

олардың ішкі және сыртқы саясаты туралы ақпаратты тура сол заманда өмір сүрген саяхатшы, тарихшы, 

ғұлама, ақылгөйлердің естеліктерінен алсақ, олардың деректері шындыққа негізделіп жазылған деп 

айтуға болады. Бұл мақалада Жошы Ұлысы құрылғаннан бастан XVI ғасырға дейінгі деректер алынды.  

Түркі-Моңғол мемлекеттеріндегі дереккөздерде Ильханид, Тимурид, Шибанид-өзбек, татар, Османлы 

және қазақ халықтарында ақпараттар қысқаша, бірақ кең ауқымды сараптама жүргізеді. Жошы 

Ұлысына деген көзқарасы XIV ғасырдың басында парсы тілінде Рашид әл-Дин (1318 ж.) жазған "Жами 

Әл-таварих" кітабында жақсы көрсетілген. Сонымен қатар, қазіргі қазақтар өздерінің ата-бабалары деп 

санайтын Майқи (Байкū) туралы Джамиː әл-таварих Шыңғыс Хан Жошыға берген төрт қолбасшының 

(әмірдің) бірі ретінде өз деректерін қалдырған. Одан бөлек Шараф әл-Дин әли Яздидің "Афар-нама" 

еңбегінде де Ұлыс туралы үлкен мағлұмат көрсетіп кеткен. 1550 жылдары Хорезмдегі Чағатай Түркі 

тілінде "Тарих-и Дуст Султан "немесе" Шыңғыс-нама", "Жохид Ұлысының тарихы" атты еңбектерін 

жазған Өтеміш Хаджи Жохид ұлысын Өзбекстан деп атап кеткен. Бір қызығы, 1737 жылы Сайид 

Мұхаммед Реза құрастырған Жошы Ұлысы Мен қылмыстық Хандықтың тарихы "Эс-Себу-Сейяр фи 

Ахбар-и Мулук-ү татар" кітабында Жошы халқын «Татар» деп атайды. Осындай дерекетерді негізге ала 

отырып, Жошы Ұлысының негізгі халқының тұрмыс-тіршілігі, әлеуметтік жағдайын, олардың 

деректерде қалай атағанын туралы мәліметтер берілген.  
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НЕКОТОРЫЕ ВОСПОМИНАНИЯ ОБ УЛУСАХ (НАРОДАХ) ДЖУЧИ ГЛАЗАМИ ИХ 

СОВРЕМЕННИКОВ 

 

Аннотация 

Улус Джучи является крупнейшим из монгольских государств. Если взять историю Улуса Джучи, 

его народ, информацию об их внутренней и внешней политике из воспоминаний путешественника, 

историка, ученого, мудреца, жившего в те времена, то можно сказать, что их данные написаны на основе 

истины. В этой статье были получены данные с момента основания Улуса Джучи до XVI века. В 

источниках в тюрко-монгольских государствах Ильханид, Тимурид, Шибанид-у узбекского, татарского, 

Османского и казахского народов информация краткая, но обширная. Его отношение к улусу Джучи 

хорошо отражено в книге "Джами аль-таварих", написанной Рашидом Аль-Дином (р. 1318) на 

персидском языке в начале XIV века. Кроме того, современные казахи оставили свои данные о Майки 

(Байкю), который они считают своим предком, как один из четырех полководцев (эмиров), переданных 

Джами аль-таварихом Чингисхану Джоху. Кроме того, Шараф аль-Дин Али Язди в своей работе "Афар-

нама" также рассказал о улусе. В 1550-х годах Чагатай в Хорезме написал на тюркском языке 

произведения "Тарих-и Дуст Султан "или" Чингис-нама", "история Жохидского улуса", Утемиш Хаджи 

назвал Жохид улус Узбекистаном. Интересно, что история Улуса Джучи и преступного ханства, 

составленная Сайидом Мухаммедом Реза в 1737 году, в книге "Эс-Себу-Сейяр фи Ахбар-и Мулук-у 

татар" называет народ Джучи «татарами». Исходя из таких данных, приведены сведения о быте, 

социальном положении основного населения Улуса Джучи, о том, как они упоминаются в данных. 

Ключевые слова: Улус Джучи, источники, государства, Ильханид, Тимурид, Шибанид-узбекский, 

татарский 

 

 
Introduction. 

The Ulus of Jochi, better known as the Golden Horde, was a western Mongol state founded in the 

middle of the thirteenth century following the Mongol conquest of the Qipchaq Steppe and the Rus’ 

principalities. It was named “Ulus of Jochi” because it was ruled by the heirs of Jochi (d. 1225)[1], Chinggis 

Khan (r. 1206–27)’s eldest son[2]. 

This paper will examine how the Jochid ulus (in the sense of people) [3] were identified in the sources 

composed in the Turko-Mongol states of the Mongol and post-Mongol periods. More specifically, it will 

conduct a brief but broad-range examination of Ilkhanid, Timurid, Shibanid Uzbek[4], Crimean Tatar, 

Ottoman, and “Kazakh” sources in order to investigate the nature of Jochid ulus identity as understood by 

their contemporaries. The thesis that this paper will defend is that the Jochid people, who were identified 

as Jochi eli as well as Uzbek, Tatar, and Toqmaq in various sources, were viewed as one and the same 

people by their contemporaries, and that the modern Kazakhs, whose ancestors were identified with these 

group identities in the sources, are the most representative descendants of the Jochid ulus.   

The Ilkhanid View of the Ulus of Jochi 

The Ilkhanid Mongol view of the ulus of Jochi is well presented in the Jāmiʿ al-tavārīkh, the universal 

history written in Persian by Rashīd al-Dīn (d. 1318) in the early fourteenth century. Rashīd al-Dīn refers 

to the Jochid people as ulūs-i Jūchī, which he divides into “Batu’s ulus (ulūs-i Batu)” and “Orda’s ulus 

(ulūs-i Orda).” Rashīd al-Dīn adds that Batu commanded half of Jochi Khan’s troops while Orda 

commanded the other half [5]. Importantly, Mayqï (Bāyqū), whom the modern Kazakhs view as their 

ancestor, is mentioned in the Jāmiʿ al-tavārīkh as one of the four commanders (amīrs) given to Jochi by 

Chinggis Khan [6]. Mayqï later commanded the right wing of Batu’s army [7]. 

The ulus (people) of the Jochid state began to be called Uzbek from the reign of Uzbek Khan (r. 1313–

41) [8]. Accordingly, the Ilkhanid historian Ḥamd Allāh Mustaufī Qazvīnī refers to the army of Uzbek 

Khan that invaded the Ilkhanate in the mid-fourteenth century as Uzbeks (Uzbakiyān) and calls the Jochid 

state “the kingdom of Uzbek (mamlakat-i Uzbak)” in his Persian history Tārīkh-i guzīda [9]. Qazvīnī’s son 

Zain al-Dīn, who added the description of the events that took place in Iran between 1341 and 1390 to the 
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Tārīkh-i guzīda, also designates the Ulus of Jochi ruled by Jānī Beg Khan (r. 1342–57), son of Uzbek Khan, 

as “the Ullus of Uzbek (ulūs-i Uzbak) [10]”.  

The Timurid View of the Ulus of Jochi. Like the Ilkhanid historians, the Timurid historians referred 

to the people of the Jochid state as ulūs-i Jūchī and Uzbek. In addition, they used the term Toqmaq as the 

designation of the Jochid ulus. Notably, the Ẓafar-nāma by Sharaf al-Dīn ʿAlī Yazdī (d. 1454), completed 

in 1425 and dedicated to Ibrāhīm Sulṭān (r. 1415–35), son of Shāhrukh and grandson of Temür (r. 1370–

1405), uses both ulūs-i Jūchī and Uzbek for the Jochid nomads, including the Kazakh ancestors, that is, the 

nomads of the eastern Qipchaq Steppe. For instance, Yazdī relates that when Temür crossed the Syr Darya 

and invaded the Qipchaq Steppe, the Jochid ruler Urus Khan (r. ca. 1368–78) brought together “all the 

Jochid people (tamām-i ulūs-i Jūchī)” in response [11]. Yazdī also writes in the Ẓafarnāma that “some of 

the Uzbek people (baʿżī ulūs-i Uzbak)” were pillaged during Temür’s campaign in “the right wing of the 

Ulus of Jochi Khan (ulūs-i dast-i rāst-i Jūchī khān) [12]”. Elsewhere, Yazdī refers to the envoys dispatched 

to Temür by Edigü (d. 1419) and Temür Qutluq Khan (r. 1397–99), who became the new rulers of the 

Jochid Ulus after Toqtamïsh Khan’s downfall, as “the Uzbek envoys (īlchiyān-i Uzbak) [13]”. 

Other Timurid historians also used both ulūs-i Jūchī and Uzbek to refer to the Jochid nomads. Niẓām 

al-Dīn Shāmī, who composed another Ẓafar-nāma, the earliest known history of Temür, which he wrote in 

Persian in 1404 at the order of Temür himself, refers to the Jochi realm as “the Uzbek domain (vilāyat-i 

Uzbīk)” in his work when describing a Jalayir amīr who revolted against Temür and fled to Urus Khan [14].  

Similarly, Muʿīn al-Dīn Naṭanzī refers to the throne of the western wing of the Jochid state, which Urus 

Khan had captured, as “the Uzbek throne (takht-i Uzbak)” in his Muntakhab al-tavārīkh-i Muʿīnī [15], a 

general history from Creation to 1413–14, written in Persian in 1413–14 for Shāhrukh (r. 1405–47), son of 

Temür. Describing the conquest of the Ulus of Jochi by Temür, Naṭanzī states that “the entire capital of the 

Uzbeks was destroyed by the Chaghatay (majmūʿ-i pāytakht-i uzbak dar zīr-i dast va pāy-i jaghatāy 

ʿālīyahā sāfilahā shud) [16]”. He also designates the domains of Temür Malik, son of Urus Khan, as “the 

Ulus of Jochi (ulūs-i Jūchī)” in his work [17].  

Timurid historians also used the term Toqmaq as a designation for the Jochid ulus [18]. For instance, 

Naṭanzī employs the term Toqmaq to refer to the armies of both Temür Malik and Temür’s protégé 

Toqtamïsh. He calls the army of the former “the Toqmaq troublemakers (būlghāūlān-i Tūqmāq)” and the 

army of the latter “the Toqmaq army (lashkar-i Tūqmāq) [19]”.    

Here, one should note that the ulus of Urus Khan and Toqtamïsh Khan, who were Jochid leaders from 

modern-day Kazakhstan, that is, the eastern Qipchaq Steppe, were not distinguished from the right wing 

Jochid ulus by Timurid historians. In other words, Timurid historians did not differentiate between the 

Kazakh ancestors inhabiting the eastern Qipchaq Steppe and their western counterparts residing in the 

western Qipchaq Steppe. 

The Shibanid Uzbek View of the Ulus of Jochi. The Shibanid Uzbek historians identified the Uzbeks 

with the ulus of Jochi. Notably, Ötämiš Ḥājī, who wrote the Tārīkh-i Dūst Sulṭān or Chingīz-nāma, a history 

of the Ulus of Jochid, in Chaghatay Turkic in Khorezm in the 1550s, refers to the Jochid ulus as Uzbeks. 

He writes as follows: Again, during the time of Berke Khan, the Uzbek people became Muslim. After that, 

they turned away from religion and became unbelievers. This time, Uzbek Khan became a Muslim. Since 

then, the Uzbek people have not abandoned Islam (Basa, Barkä Ḫān zamanïnda Özbeg ṭā’ifasï musulmān 

bolup erdilär. Olardïn song yenä murtadd bolup kāfir bolup erdilär. Bu yol ki Öz Beg Ḫān musulmān boldï. 

Andïn bärü Özbeg ṭā’ifasïnïng Islāmï taġayyur tapmadï) [20].  

Abū al-Ghāzī Bahādur Khan (r. 1644–63) attributes the origin of the designation Uzbek to Uzbek Khan 

in his Šajara-i Türk, a history of the Chinggisids up to the ʿArabshāhid Uzbek dynasty. He explains that 

Jochi eli became Uzbek eli after Uzbek Khan’s reign as follows: [Uzbek Khan] brought the el and ulus to 

the faith of Islam. Thanks to this possessor of good fortune, all the people had the honor of receiving the 

glory of Islam. It is after him that all the el of Jochi was called the el of Uzbek (el ulusnï dīn-i islāmġa 

körküzdi barča ḫalq ol ṣāḥib-i davlatnïng sababïndïn šaraf-i islāmġa mušarraf boldïlar andïn song barča 

Jochi elini Özbäk eli tidilär) [21]. 

Just as the Timurd historians viewed the ancestors of the Kazakhs inhabiting the eastern Qipchaq 

Steppe and their western counterparts as one and the same Jochid people, Uzbek historians also viewed the 

Shibanid Uzbeks and the Kazakhs as belonging to the same Uzbek people. Notably, the Uzbek court 

historian Fażlallāh b. Rūzbihān Khunjī (d. 1521) writes in his Mihmān-nāma-i Bukhārā, which provides a 

first-hand account of Muḥammad Shībānī Khan’s third campaign against the Kazakhs, that there are three 

branches (ṭāyifa) that “belong to the Uzbeks (mansūb bi-Uzbak).” The first is the Shibanids (Shibānīyān). 

The second is the Kazakhs (Qazāq), “who are, in strength and ferocity, well known throughout the world 

(ki dar quvva va baʾs mashhūr-i āfāqand).” The third is the Manghit (Manfit [sic]), “who are the rulers of 



Astrakhan (ki īshān pādshāhān-i Hājjī Tarkhān-and) [22]”. Khunjī thus states that “the Kazakhs are a 

branch of the Uzbeks (Qazzāq yik ṭāyifa az Uzbak-and) [23]”. Although Khunjī does not mention the 

Crimean Tatars here, in all likelihood, he identified them with the Manghits. In short, the Shibanid Uzbek 

historians identified the Jochid ulus with the Shibanid Uzbeks, Tatars, and Kazakhs.   

The Crimean Tatar View of the Ulus of Jochi. Unlike the Ilkhanid, Timurid, and Shibanid Uzbek 

historians, who used Uzbek as a new name of the Jochid ulus, the Crimean Tatar historians used, for the 

nomadic people of the Jochid realm (ulus-i Cüci), the term Tatar, which they also employed as a self-name. 

The term Tatar was a name that was used to denote the Mongols by the Muslim writers and the Rus’ 

chroniclers when they first came into contact with the former [24]. At some point, unlike their eastern 

Jochind counterparts (who used the self-name Uzbek), the Crimean Tatars adopted Tatar as a self-

designation. The Crimean histories produced from the sixteenth century onwards and various diplomatic 

letters used Tatar as a self-appellation [25]. Notably, the Es-Sebu’s-Seyyar fi Ahbar-ı Mulük-ü Tatar, a 

history of the Ulus of Jochi and the Crimean Khanate composed by Sayyid Muḥammad Rezā in 1737, refers 

to the Jochid people as Tatars. For instance, mentioning the conversion of the Jochid people to Islam during 

the reigns of Berke Khan and Uzbek Khan, it calls the former Tatars [26]. Elsewhere, it refers to the Mongol 

army led by Hülegü’s commander Kitbuqa, who was defeated by the Mamluks, as Tatars [27]. 

The ʿUmdat al-aḫbār is another history of the Ulus of Jochi and the Crimean Khanate written by ʿAbd 

al-Ghaffār Qırımī’s in Ottoman Turkish in 1744, which provides insights into the Crimean Tatar view of 

Jochid ulus. Qırımī uses Tatar or the phrase “Mongols and Tatars” to designate the Crimean Tatars as well 

as the Jochid ulus in his work. For instance, he writes that Berke Khan “led all the Mongol and Tatar tribes 

to Islam and ruled for about 16 years (cümle tavâif-i Moğol ve Tatar’ı İslâma götürdü ale’l-ihtilâf on altı 

yıl han-ı alîşân olub … ) [28]”. Like the above-mentioned historians, Qırımī applies the term Tatar to both 

left and right wings of the Ulus of Jochi, without differentiating the two. He refers to Toqtamïsh Khan, the 

Jochid ruler from the eastern Qipchaq Steppe, that is, modern-day Kazakhstan, and his army as Tatars, 

when describing his invasion of Transoxiana, which was under Temür’s rule [29].  

Importantly, Qırımī also identified the Tatars with the Uzbeks. Mentioning the Islamization of the 

Jochid people, he writes, “The Muslim Tatars were called the Uzbek people because of this reason (İslâm 

ehli olan Tatar’a Özbek Halkı dimesine bâis işbu sebebdendir) [30]”. In short, Jochi’s ulus (ulus-i Cüci), 

Uzbek, and Tatar were all regarded as the same people by Crimean Tatar historians.  

The Ottoman View of the Ulus of Jochi. Like the Crimean Tatar historians, the Ottoman historians 

employed the term Tatar to denote the Jochid people. Notably, the Ottoman historian Muṣṭafā ʿ Ālī (d. 1600) 

used Tatar to denote the nomads of the Jochid realm in his universal history, Künhüʾl-aḫbār. For instance, 

he employs the term Tatar to refer to the Jochid people ruled by such khans as Batu, Urus, and Toqtamïsh, 

among others [31]. Ālī also uses Tatar along with Moġul to denote the Mongols. He writes that the third 

volume of his work covers the history of the Tatar people (ḳavm-i Tatar), namely, the Chinggisids and 

Timurids (Āl-i Timur u Āl-i Cengizī) [32].  

Similarly, Evliya Çelebi (d. c. 1684), the celebrated Ottoman traveler, also used the name Tatar, which 

he applies to Temür and the Mongols, to refer to the people of the Jochid realm. For instance, he writes that 

“the Tatars of Hülegü, the Tatars of Chinggis Khan, the Tatars of Temür, and the Tatars of Toqtamïsh Khan 

once came to Crimea and left after assaulting and plundering it (Hulāgū Tatarı ve Cingiz Hān Tatarı ve 

Timur Leng Tatarı ve Tohtamış Hān Tatarları Kırım’a gelüp nehb [ü] gāretler edüp gitimişlerdir) [33]”.   

In short, the Ottoman writers such as Muṣṭafā ʿ Ālī and Evliya Çelebi regarded the nomads of the Jochid 

realm, including modern-day Kazakhstan, and the Mongols as belonging to the same Tatar people.  

The Mamluk View of the Ulus of Jochi. When the Mongols first appeared in the Islamic world in the 

early 13th century, Muslim writers generally referred to them as Tatars (Tātār or Tatār) or Mongols 

(Mughūl). They applied Tatar to the Chinggisid-led nomads of the Mongol states, which included the Ulus 

of Jochi (Golden Horde). Mamluk chroniclers followed this Muslim practice and referred to the Jochid ulus 

(as well as the Mongols) as Tatars. For instance, al-Malaṭī, a late Mamuk historian, refers to the ruler of the 

Ulus of Jochi as “the king of the Tatars in the Land of the Qipchaqs (malik al-tatār bi-Dasht Qibjaq) [34]”. 

Ibn Taghrībirdī, a fifteenth century Mamluk historian, also refers to the ruler of the Ulus of Jochi as “the 

king of the Tatars (ṣāḥib al-Dasht wal-tatar) [35]”. 

Like the Ilkhanid and Timurid histories, some Mamluk histories also used the designation Uzbek to 

refer to the Jochid people/state from the fourteenth century. For instance, the Ulus of Jochi controlled by 

the Mongol military commander Mamay (d. 1380) is called “the territories of Uzbek (bilād-i Uzbak)” in 

the Tārīkh al-duwal wa al-mulūk [36].  

The “Kazakh” View of the Ulus of Jochi. Perhaps, the works of Muḥammad Ḥaidar Dughlāt (d. 

1551) and Qādir ʿAlī Bek Jalāyirī may tell us how the pre-modern Kazakhs viewed themselves as a Jochid 



ulus. Although the former was a member of the Chaghatyid ulus, the Dughlat, the tribe to which he 

belonged, has now become Ulu Jüz (Senior Horde) Kazakhs. The latter was a member of the Kazakh Jalayir 

tribe, also now belonging to the Ulu Jüz.  

Muḥammad Ḥaidar uses the terms ulūs-i Jūchī and Uzbek when referring to the Jochid people of the 

Qipchaq Steppe in his Tārīkh-i Rashīdī, a history of the Moghul Khanate written in Persian in 1546. For 

instance, he refers to Abū al-Khair Khan (r. 1428–68), the progenitor of the Uzbek Khanate, as “the greatest 

ruler (pādshāh) of the Ulus of Jochi [37]”. Like the above-mentioned Uzbek historians, Muḥammad Ḥaidar 

regarded the Kazakhs of his time as Uzbeks. He refers to the Jochid nomads led by Jānībeg Khan and Girāy 

Khan, the founders of the Kazakh Khanate, not only as Kazakhs, but also as “qazaq Uzbeks (Uzbak-i qazāq) 

[38]”. Furthermore, praising ʿAbd al-Rashīd Khan (r. 1533–60), the Moghul khan to whom he dedicated 

his work, for having achieved victory over the Kazakhs, Muḥammad Ḥaidar states that ʿAbd al-Rashīd 

Khan “triumphed over the Uzbeks (bar Uzbak ẓafar yāft) [39]”. He also refers to the domain of (Jānībeg 

Khans’ grandson) Tāhir Khan (r. 1523–33), that is, modern-day Kazakhstan as “Uzbekistan (Uzbakistān) 

[40]”. 

Similarly, Qādir ʿAlī Bek Jalāyirī refers to the Kazakh ulus as Uzbeks in his Jāmiʿ al-tavārīkh, a 

Chaghatay Turkic history, which he wrote as a continuation of Rashīd al-Dīn’s Jāmiʿ al-tavārīkh in 1602 

and dedicated to Boris Godunov (r. 1598–1605). For instance, listing the names of such Kazakh khans as 

Jānībeg Khan and Barāq Khan, Jalāyirī relates that a certain Aḥmad Khan “is called Aqmat Khan by the 

Uzbeks (Özbäkya Aqmat Ḫān tib eyürlär) [41]”. Describing the left wing and the right wing of Urus Khan’s 

ulus called the Alach Thousand and the Qataghīn Thousand, respectively, Jalāyirī states that “these are the 

ones who have been Alach Thousand’s aghas. They are famous and well known in Uzbekya (bu Alač 

mingining aġasï bola kelgän bular turur. Özbäkya arasïnda maʿlūm mashhūr turur) [42]”. 

In short, both Muḥammad Ḥaidar Dughlāt and Qādir ʿAlī Bek Jalāyirī viewed the Kazakhs and Uzbeks 

as belonging to the same Jochid ulus.  

Conclusion. This paper has conducted a brief but broad-range examination of the Jochid identity as 

presented in various Ilkhanid, Timurid, Shibanid Uzbek, Crimean Tatar, Ottoman, and “Kazakh” sources 

composed in the Mongol and post-Mongol periods. The Jochid ulus (people) were referred to as ulūs-i Jūchī 

or Jochi eli, Uzbek, Tatar, and Toqmaq by their contemporaries. Although the designations Uzbek and Tatar 

are usually associated in modern scholarly literature with the ulus of Abū al-Khair Khan or the modern 

Uzbeks and the Crimean/Kazan Tatars, respectively, these two ethnonyms were, as demonstrated above, 

new generic designations attached to the Jochid ulus, who included the Kazakh ancestors, during the post- 

Mongol period.  

Importantly, the Turko-Mongolian sources discussed above do not divide the Jochid ulus into “proto-

Kazakhs” or “proto-(Shibanid) Uzbeks” or “proto-Crimean Tatars.” Furthermore, although the Jochid ulus 

later split into Shibanid Uzbeks, Kazakhs, and Crimean Tatars, among others, the latter groups were 

differentiated from each other only politically and not ethnically in the sources. In other words, they were 

viewed as one and the same people, that is, the same Jochid ulus by their contemporaries.  
However, the modern descendants of the Jochid ulus, namely, the modern Crimean/Kazan Tatars, 

Uzbeks, and Kazakhs, among others, have now become different nations. The modern Uzbeks came into 
existence in 1924 when the Soviet Union created the new Uzbek nation, made up of not only the original 
Shibanid Uzbeks, but also sedentary Iranic-speaking elements. The modern Uzbeks speak Qarluq Turkic, 
a Turkic language related to Chaghatay Turkic, not Qipchaq Turkic, which was the lingua franca of the 
Jochid ulus. Furthermore, the modern Uzbeks view Temür/the Timurids (and the Qarakhanids), not the 

Shibanid Uzbeks or the Jochid ulus as their progenitors. The modern Crimean Tatars are a mix of the 
original Tatars and various sedentary elements of Crimea, who were descended from the Goths, Greeks, 
Italians, Armenians, Alans, and Anatolian Turks, among others. The modern Crimean Tatars mostly speak 
a hybrid Turkic language (not Qipchaq Turkic) and are experiencing a process of language loss. In contrast, 
the modern Kazakhs speak Qipchaq Turkic, consist of the tribes and clans that descend from the Ulus of 
Jochi or the Mongol empire, and view themselves as heirs of the Ulus of Jochi. Consequently, one may 

argue that the modern Kazakhs are the most representative heirs of the Jochid ulus.  
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